CALLIE'S DILEMMA
P.L Harris
The new owner better learn to treasure more than just The Trove.
In Whittaker Springs, Christmas is a magical time—and love is in the air. The tiny
Vermont town is gearing up for the festive season ahead, but everything is not as
perfect as it appears to be.
After failing to make it big in London’s West End, Tessa Quinn returns to smalltown life to care for her ailing mother. If only she could avoid Blake Bryant, the
one who got away.
It’s been six long years of failed romances and missed Christmases, but Tessa
and Blake can’t deny the attraction between them. The past weaves into the
present as hurt, betrayal, and lust sears through their minds and bodies. Will the
secrets and lies that kept them apart triumph, or will they finally get the antidote
for this Christmas Fever?
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"Such a great story. While the reader knows the motivations behind
Callie’s and Jaxon’s characters, their interactions and internal thoughts
conspire to pull at the emotions whether it be anger, frustration or wonder.
I loved the twist and revelation at the end. It’s easy to see why it was a
finalist in Romance Writers of America 2017 ‘Fools for Love’ contest."
GOODREADS REVIEWER.
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